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The process of reading and writing sophisticated texts forms a vital part of education
in humanities; however, instructors today routinely face the challenge of students
often lacking elementary reading and writing skills. This fact can be explained by the
change in dominant reading and writing technologies and their respecive affordances.
Humanities students can be taught to read and write complex texts through the
thoughtful use of ‘analogue’ experience of previous generations combined with
the acute awareness of the new conditions and changes brought by the digital
technologies.
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1. Introduction
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Historically humanities were always dependent on creation, interpretation and trans-
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mission of complex texts that demanded sophisticated reading and writing practices.
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However, today we constantly hear that these practices are in crisis. The teachers
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constantly notice and widely discuss the worsening writing and reading skills of their
students. But any attempt to answer this question is often cast in a mysterious, or
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even mythological light. Everybody agrees that this crisis must be somehow related to
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the digital revolution – but how exactly?

Social Transition Conference
Committee.

2. Methods
We believe that the answer to this question is simple and, precisely due to its simplicity, often escapes closer scrutiny. Media researchers since Harold Innis have been
demonstrating repeatedly that every medium creates a certain set of opportunities
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and limitations. Innis called this characteristic a bias of communication, meaning by it
mostly technical qualities of a medium that guide its users in a certain direction.
Another term used to describe the same phenomenon is affordance. Introduced by
J.Gibson to describe how a living organism interacts with its environment, this term
became widespread in science and technology studies. In this respect affordance is
deﬁned as a set o relationships between an individual on the one hand and technical
object or system on the other. What is particularly important here is the aspect of
interdependence: affordances are determined not only by the functions of an object
itself but also by people’s preconceptions (inevitably inﬂuenced by cultural ﬁlters) on
how to use this object.
Let us now see how this terminological approach may help us to understand the
difference in reading and writing practices of our digital age compared to the previous
print-dominated era.

3. Writing and Reading in the Gutenberg Era
The printing revolution created an increasingly large number of texts that could be
read. This inﬂuenced the relationships between the readers and the texts: the readers
had to read considerably more than ever before [5, pp. 47–49]. Simultaneously there
was a ﬂowering of writing culture, both in personal and in academic life. Note-taking
was seen as an indispensable part of intellectual work. The most popular method
in use were the so-called commonplace books: notebooks containing systematically
organized excerpts from the books one read. Throughout XVIIth–XVIIIth centuries, the
practice of commonplacing was widespread. It was used both for self-improvement
and for academic careers. Among its proponents who enthusiastically recommended
it are Francis Bacon, John Milton, John Locke, Thomas Jefferson and many others [7].
The principles and approaches used to keep and organise such handwritten notes were
transmitted from the teachers to the students [4], or even printed as popular how-to
books. For example, in the XVIIIth-century John Locke’s commonplacing manual was
popular [11]; it was widely recommended, and served as a template for similar manuals
[7].
As a result, according to the historian Robert Darnton, in modern era, “Reading and
writing were... inseparable activities. They belonged to a continuous effort to make
sense of things, for the world was full of signs: you could read your way through it; and
by keeping an account of your readings, you made a book of your own, one stamped
with your personality” [4].
DOI 10.18502/keg.v3i8.3637
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What were the causes of the popularity of commonplacing? In other words, what set
of affordances of printing culture encouraged such a deep connection between reading
and writing? These affordances were both technical and cultural. The popularity of
writing was increased as the paper became cheaper and more accessible (unlike the
Middle Ages, when the practice of note-taking was hindered by the high price of parchment [10]); simultaneously we witness the growth of literacy. Handwritten notes were
the only way an ordinary person could copy a passage or summarise a reading material.
An increased amount of texts on the market made writing indispensable – it was no
longer possible to rely on memory alone, as was the case in oral tradition. Finally, we
see that handwritten note-keeping became a cultural practice that was perceived as
an necessary part of education and self-education. The teachers required their pupils
to take notes; university instructors expected their students to do it; popular templates
and manuals on how to take notes were widely available.
The practice of commonplacing gradually lost its popularity in the XIXth century;
however, the need to keep notes for any kind of intellectual works remained high.
Arguably, throughout XIXth and XXth centuries the art of taking reading notes gradually shifts becoming not a cultural to a personal practice. The knowledge of how to
keep such notes was transmitted informally – usually orally – within the intellectual
professions [3]. In academia, the old commonplacing method was replace by a slipbox approach better suited to organize a large amount of diverse information. The
most famous XXth-century proponent of this method was Niklas Luhmann who also
spend a lot of time reﬂecting on the connection between reading, writing and thinking.
Luhmann called his slipbox (Zettelkasten) a ‘communicative system’ and a ‘partner
in communication’ and noted: “It is impossible to think without writing; at least it is
impossible in any sophisticated or networked (anschlußfähig) fashion” [12].

4. Digital Revolution and Its Discontent
Luhmann, like many others, eagerly anticipated computer revolution believing that
it would bring new forms of knowledge systematization and organization. In reality,
when computers became widespread, the popularity of complex writing has greatly
decreased. Instead of a synthesis between old analogue and new digital knowledge
practices, there was a break: the old tradition of academic note-taking, which was only
weakly systematized and mostly existed as a personal practice, was subsumed by the
affordances brought by the new digital media.
DOI 10.18502/keg.v3i8.3637
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Why do digital media not only do not facilitate writing, but often seem to actually
prevent it? The primary cause is their technical characteristics:
1. It is easy to download and save texts and other materials – this ease erases or signiﬁcantly diminishes the need to make notes and excerpts from the temporarily
available sources.
2. Unlike print material, it is often easy to copy-paste an excerpt or a a quotation
instead of copying it by hand or summarising it.
This technical lack of need is supported by the cultural practices of writing, such as:
1. The diminishing use of handwriting and the prevalence of typing and digital
manipulation – often already in elementary schooling of even in pre-school [9].
2. The preference for visual, instead of written, presentation evident, for example,
in the popularity of PowerPoint presentations where the density of information
is considerably lower compared to texts [14].
All these factors, together with the diminishing cultural practice of writing, create
a situation in which students write considerably less, in purely quantitative terms.
Moreover, we would not be greatly mistaken to say that the inﬂuence of these effects
is felt not only by the students but by the teachers themselves. However, the students
experience these effects much more strongly: they suddenly ﬁnd themselves in an
environment where their habitual digital information skills clash with the completely
different reading and writing tradition inherited from the printing era. The lack of
reference points and guidance on how to read and to write; the lack of understanding
that writing is an indispensable part of reading; and an overuse of copy-paste skill
create a situation in which a considerable number of students survive and complete
their education in the state of confusion, never truly grasping what their teachers mean
when they urge them to ‘read properly’.
The results of this confusion and uncertainty are witnessed everyday by the humanities instructors. Since there is no need now to make excerpts by hand, contemporary
students never experience this unconscious and mastering of academic style that used
to have happened ‘naturally’. Students rarely summarise what they are reading in
writing, therefore reducing their level of understanding and losing an opportunity to
develop their personal writing style.
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5. Discussion
What can we do to overcome this trend? While media approaches to education are
widely discussed in Russia today [8], the issue of writing attracts relatively little attention. As we said earlier, modern digital media are technically biased towards the passive copying and consuming of content. Since these technologies eliminate the purely
technical need to write, there is only one thing we can do to correct this bias: we have
to consciously compensate this negative affordance through cultural and educational
practices. In practical terms, it seems that the two simultaneous approaches would be
useful.
First, we need to deliberately and consciously introduce handwriting in teaching
practice. There are multiple theoretical research and practical approaches that show
that handwriting is highly important both when mastering writing and thinking skills
and as a more efﬁcient tool for understanding and memorising information (compared
to typing) [6], [13]. A vigorous and systematic use of handwriting can be found in
some foreign (classical British universities, which have never lost this tradition; Bard
College in the USA, etc.) and Russian (Institute of Liberal Education, Saint-Petersburg)
educational institutions demonstrating a high degree of success [1–2].
Second, we need to teach students, equally deliberately and consciously, how to
take academic notes and to create a note database that would help them to become
independent researchers. Today this database has to be digital: an easily searchable
format would make such a database much more useful for research and text writing
than any paper note-taking.
Unfortunately, contemporary software market do not offer accessible tools geared
towards this kind of academic work. A few existing research-oriented note-taking
tools are usually expensive an complicated in use, not to mention having a problem
with Russian localisation. The market of note-taking applications is dominated by the
general-purpose software (Evernote, Microsoft OneNote, Google Keep etc.) that may
be used for academic purposes, but only if we take time to adapt them to the academic
needs.

6. Conclusions
We have seen that the existing situation can be changed if we truly grasp its causes
and approach it systematically. Humanities education requires the development of
sophisticated reading and writing skills. If we lose these skills and fail to pass them to
DOI 10.18502/keg.v3i8.3637
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the next generations, this will become a serious concern not only for the humanities
– we may be facing a crisis of cultural break with the previous tradition that could
become inaccessible mentally, if not physically. We may also ﬁnd it challenging to
transmit any complex forms of knowledge.
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